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Good morning. I am Lynne Foster, Senior Compliance Specialist. Thank you for your time this morning to learn about how we’re building a culture of compliance and ethics.The terms compliance and ethics are used almost interchangeably. However:An effective compliance program is about following laws, rules, regulations. When organizations build a strong culture of compliance, people do the right thing not because they have to, but because it’s the right thing to do.A centralized approach with clear standards that is not top down – but embedded into operations – is the most effective. So we’re implementing a compliance program, because it’s the right thing to do. But also because it’s a requirement of The Affordable Care Act. Providers of services who receive federal funds are required to have a compliance program. Guidelines and compliance dates health districts have not been set. 



Core Elements
1. Compliance standards (policies procedures and standards of 

conduct)

2. Dedicated compliance specialist & committee

3. Conducting training and education

4. Developing open lines of communication

5. Conducting internal monitoring and auditing

6. Enforcing standards through disciplinary guidelines

7.Promptly responding to detected issues, including corrective 
action

8.Non-Discrimination and Non-Retaliation
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We can, however, turn to the Office of the Inspector General for guidance. Their regulatory model impacts private and public organizations, and is tailored and scalable to the organization to which it applies.  The OIG lists 7 elements of an effective compliance program.We added non-retaliation as an element, as it supports keeping open lines of communication and is a critical component of an effective program.In addition to being core elements of an effective program, these elements also serve as measuring standards Chapter 8 of the US Sentencing GuidelinesGuidance for what determines effectiveness, emphasize the promotion of an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law.They recognize that an effective program is not just checking boxes, it’s effecting a culture change.



Code of Conduct
 Describes the Compliance Program

 Reflects the Health District's daily operations, core 
values, and overall organizational culture

 Separate from policies and procedures
Reflects the Health District’s ethical attitude 

Outlines the Heath District’s compliance and 
ethical aspirations

 Serves as a resource
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Similar to Health District mission and vision statements, the Code of Conduct sets the tone. Aspirational – reflecting who we strive to be as an organization It does not impose any new requirements upon employees. It does address compliance-related issues in each division, but is not based in regulation, but in values. Value as both Internal guideline External statement of the HD’s values and commitments



The Compliance Committee
 Compliance Ambassadors

 Ensures:

 Appropriate policies and procedures are in place

 Proper ethical standards are present and 
maintained in meeting applicable laws, rules, 
regulations

 Monitoring and evaluation of compliance activities

 Supports the Senior Compliance Specialist in building 
the Compliance Program and measuring its 
effectiveness
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A Compliance Committee has been formed to help operationalize those 8 core elements and ensure the success of our Compliance Program.  The Compliance Committee are the Health District’s compliance ambassadors.  Its composition represents each division in the Health DistrictWhen first constituted, the Compliance Committee met weekly.  Developed our Charter – detailing the committee’s roles and responsibilitiesDeveloped and approved the Code of ConductDeveloped a Compliance and Ethics Issue Reporting PolicyDeveloped a Compliance and Ethics Investigation PolicyTested and refined new anonymous reporting system…now meeting twice monthly – developing policies and procedures surrounding operationalizing the Compliance function. Once the Compliance Program’s foundation is laid, our job is not done. We will be involved in activities such as quality reporting and monitoring to ensure compliance.I would like to introduce you to the committee members:Jeremy Harper, Environmental Health, Angela Lewis, Administration, Human ResourcesSuzanne Luchs, Administration, Financial ServicesJacquelyn Raich-Curl, Environmental Health, StandardizationRecently replaced by Larry Rogers, EHVivek Raman, Environmental Health, Public Accommodations and Vector ControlJoAnn Rupiper, Clinical Services, Chief Administrative NurseCandice Sims, Environmental Health, Food Plan ReviewJeff Quinn, Community Health, Public Health PreparednessMimi Ujiie, Administration, Quality Control and Performance ImprovementVictoria Volz, Clinical Services, Community Health Nurse ManagerSusan Zannis, Community Health, Vital RecordsThis committee engages in thoughtful and robust discussions, and is engaged and effective. I’d like to thank the Directors and managers who allow these staff members serve in this important capacity and to give of their time. 



Compliance Program Administration

Prevention

Detection
Correction
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All  8 of the elements we just reviewed can be put into three buckets. Or better yet are like three branches of the same tree – 



Prevention

Compliance 
Program 
Administration

Prevention

Policies &
Process

Education

Code of 
Conduct
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As we look at the three branches, I have reflected the Code of Conduct at the bottom of each tree. That is because it is a foundational element of our Compliance Program, and every function we’ll discuss depends on upholding this code.PreventionAlready have established comprehensive written policies; working on others to operationalize this program;Will be establishing effective education and training programsSupporting the Code of ConductBeing a part of the onboarding process togetherWill include training in general and targeted compliance issues, such as gifts, fraud, anti-kickback statutes, relationships with regulated businessesLess formal guidelines, maybe in the form of FAQs 



Compliance 
Program 
Administration

Detection

Risk 
Assessment

Audit & 
Monitor Hotline

Code of 
Conduct

Detection
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DetectionReporting system. Emphasize and encourage the use of existing channels through chain of command and HR.Initiated a hotline - a third-party administered anonymous reporting tool that employees can use to submit concerns online or by phone A report code is assigned to each reporter.Re-engage to collect more information; report back to reporterKinds of issues this function will address are:Billing and coding issuesConflicts of InterestExcluded or sanctioned provider mattersPhysician payment and referral concernsEmbezzlementGiftsTheftAccounting irregularitiesEngage in proactive compliance efforts through monitoring, auditing, and risk assessments. These tools can be used to identify trends, support quality reviews and other operational activities.



Correction

Compliance 
Program 
Administration

Correction
Code of 
Conduct

Investigation

Documentation

Investigation
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Correction – fixing problemsPromptly, objectively, and carefully investigating any reports of suspected misconduct and recommending remediation or corrective action. Investigations will identify root causes as well as identify vulnerabilities within the HD.  Corrective actions can include education, process changes, policy changes. Sometimes disciplinary action may be appropriate. It is important to note that HR has disciplinary policies and procedures in place are exclusively managed by HR and that will not change.The Compliance Program is not intended to and will not replace or encroach upon HR’s unique and important role and responsibility within the HD.  There is certainly the potential for overlap and we’ve talked about how important it is going to be to work together.Compliance investigatory reports will recommend remediation and/or corrective action to appropriate leadership.  
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As an example, I’ve met with management in our clinical areas. Discussed our approach to patient privacyDeveloping HIPAA checklist that we’ll use in monthly walk-throughs. Identified some things we’re doing that go beyond requirements, and some areas where we need to improve. Discussed a mis-directed emailChanged a process so it doesn’t happen again.In that interaction we hit upon several of the elements of a compliance program:Training and education – in discussing what we need to look for to populate our checklistMonitoring and Auditing – in devising the checklist and doing walk-throughsDetection – in an employee self-reporting an issueAtmosphere of non-retaliation – where employees self-reportDemonstrated open lines of communication in someone bringing up the email issueCorrective action – devising a new procedure so fewer emails will be misdirected, addressing deficienciesWhy do we need a compliance specialist?Do clinical staff know HIPAA? Yes.When compliance is everyone’s job, it is also no one’s job. Having a compliance program brings FOCUS to compliance issues.This is also an example of how we embed compliance into our operations. I’m not sitting in my office drafting directives for compliance, I am sitting alongside the real experts in the area and we’re working together.A focused compliance program also has the benefit of, through monitoring, identifying trends. We will be regularly monitoring our compliance program, measuring such things as: Number of hotline reports, resolution timeframe.Identifying trends and patterns to identify vulnerabilities.Timely completion of remedial measuresCompletion of training, quantifying our outreachNumber of audits completed.Results of audits and reviewsPolicy and process changesWe’ll be reporting back to you, and have this information to demonstrate compliance to oversight agencies..



Leadership 
and Board Commitment

How is This Measured?
- Formal commitment to 

compliance 
- Active involvement
- Empowerment
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One final measure of an effective compliance program is – is there a shared commitment to the program? Does it demonstrate a culture change that the federal sentencing guidelines are looking for?The right culture begins with you. Management’s support is reflected in the fact of my presence here, it is reflected in the fact of a robust, effective compliance committee.  We have drafted a Board Resolution for your consideration. It is intended to reflect your support and commitment to the HD’s Compliance Program.  Commitment to empower staff to develop, implement, and maintain this program   



…it’s a 
team Sport
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Finally, our compliance team is more than just the Senior Compliance Specialist and the Compliance Committee. Compliance and ethical behavior must be consistently modelled by board members, Directors, Supervisors and employees. This includes holding every Workforce member to the same standards. That’s why we are asking you to sign the board resolution Stating your unequivocal support and guidance in a strong beginning for this program.
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